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On the battle in the roads 

The atmosphere in the roads has become rough and harsh. Especially in large cities like 

Hamburg, tension has increased noticeably. Motorists, cyclists and even pedestrians bitch and 

moan about each other. Their loathing for each other is evidently being exhibited. I am aghast 

at what I observe in road traffic everyday.  

Once I became a spectator of an astounding occurrence: A car-driver’s overtaking 

manoeuvre on a narrow road was impeded by a bicyclist, who started to rail at the car-driver 

for his imprudence. The yelling obviously pulled a trigger: the car-driver lost his senses, 

suddenly chasing the cyclist with his car, and trying to run the poor fellow over with his massive 

vehicle. 

The other day, a cyclist yelled at a car-driver at an intersection because he ignored his 

right of way. Again, the cyclist’s verbal abuse provoked the car-driver to drop any self-control 

and to hunt the cyclist with his car. And when the cyclist escaped for a partitioned cycle path, 

the insane car-driver stopped his car with squealing tires in the midst of a busy road, jumped 

out of his vehicle and ran like a berserk after the cyclist in order to snatch him. Luckily, he 

didn’t catch up with him.  

I keep asking myself, how is it possible that motorists increasingly transform into first-

person shooters as they do in video games? The motorist’s environment abruptly shrinks into a 

virtual world. The protagonist’s view narrows down into a solely first-person perspective of a 

shooter, who can only be healed by enemy punches that accumulates his experience or life 

points. Any questions of reality, moral violation or physical injury are blocked out.  
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Incredible scenes like that can be observed over and over in the roads. As a witness, I 

can’t ignore the ascending notion that I am watching a game of power demonstration, where 

the motorist marks his territory on the roads. And the game is played with belligerence and 

sometimes a degree of insanity.  

For example, a car-driver futilely hoots when a heavily pregnant woman crosses the 

road with a celerity of a snail. He ignorantly hoots when he meets cyclists in one-way streets. 

And he ferociously hoots when cyclists do not use the given cycle path on the pavement. 

Driving a spacious vehicle is like sitting in a tank: His view is narrow, his bum is shaped by the 

car seat. Sitting safe and entrenched, he can throw out impudences to cyclists and pedestrians. 

His tank is his fortress.  

But when driving a tank, there is no question about who is the strongest road user. And 

to anyone who is still wondering about the answer: maybe the following scene, which I 

witnessed the other day, will finally point it out ever so clearly. A car was waiting at a red traffic 

light. A cyclist approached from behind and decided to pass the waiting car through the gap to 

the right of the car. When the car-driver spotted him, he started the engine and crept slowly 

towards the curb in order to reduce the gap and to bar the cyclist’s way. In doing so, he clearly 

accepted the risk of knocking down the cyclist. It should be clear by now, that there is an 

obvious power asymmetry between a heavily entrenched and possibly quite harmful car-driver 

and an unprotected and rather vulnerable cyclist. 

But what are the characteristics of car-drivers? Most drivers exhibit distinctive habits. 

Sometimes they drive a Porsche, sometimes a SUV. Often, they own several cars just because 

they can. Socio-economically spoken, a car serves as a status symbol: It might sound somewhat 

cynical but sometimes it seems as if the poorer the household, the bigger the car or the richer 

the household, the larger the number of cars. But it is not so much about the quantity, 
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extravagance, or the bulkiness of their cars that matters. It is more about their attitude that is 

emblematic:  

They prefer convenience by all means. They often take their children to school by car 

every day, even though their kids have two healthy and working legs and school is just around 

the corner. They stop just in front of the school or kindergarden building, cause traffic chaos, 

pollute the air, and endanger other children while disregarding traffic rules, instead of treating 

everybody with some exercise and some fresh air during a walk in the mornings. 

They sometimes drive their car to the gym in order to run on a treadmill instead of just 

walking to places more often. My gym, for example, has only a limited car-park. When it is full 

I regularly see a long line of cars waiting in front of the barrier in order to get in. What a 

ridiculous sight! 

They demand to reach every spot by car and to have an enclosed parking lot waiting for 

them.  

They cover short distances by car because “it is faster” and then need twice the time 

because they cannot find a parking lot instead of just riding the bike to the desired destination. 

They visit the city centre by car, although it is perfectly well reachable and often even 

cheaper and faster by public transportation. But they repudiate to use public transportation. It 

would mean that they had to share space with strangers. By no means. Busses are for ordinary 

people who cannot afford a car. Motorists rather sit by themselves alone in their own spacious 

vehicle. 

They claim the roads for themselves. They want to drive fast and unimpeded and do not 

want to share their road with other road users.  

 

But who are the other road users? 

Firstly, there are campervan drivers. It is conspicuous that especially big cities harbour 

a plethora of campervans of different luxury categories. Young city dwellers habitually acquire 
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a plain campervan and usually create and construct the interior fittings. With the expansion of 

the household to a family household, the plain campervan simultaneously grows to a monstrous 

motorhome in the size of a touring coach and first-class interior. Does the camper compensate 

the lacking room that people cannot afford when living in a cramped city like Hamburg with 

housing shortage? Sometimes the camper even resembles a whole residence. Does carrying 

your home with you like a snail convey a sense of freedom and spontaneity? The freedom and 

spontaneity to leave the frantic and noisy urban life behind and to pursue the urge of pure 

nature? Funny though that in their desire for rural idyll they end up on a campsite, sitting in 

their gigantic motorhomes, locked up to watch television - thanks to the carried along satellite 

dish on the roof of their snail shell. Today‘s campsites hardly host tents anymore. In each 

accurately defined lot resides a motorized tin box. But what people apparently dislike the most 

about campervans is their enormous size. Large campervans take away parking space from car-

drivers. In some districts of Hamburg, where parking space is scarce, the aversion towards 

campervans leads to abuse in the range from lifted windscreen wipers, put on stickers to 

scratched car paint. 

 

Secondly, there also are those people who categorically refuse to have a car. They praise 

their modern and sustainable lifestyle without any polluting vehicles, celebrating themselves 

for being on the right side of environment protection. Their transportation is the bicycle, which 

they ride with full conviction. Morally they feel superior to any other mode of transportation. 

I consider myself as an enthusiastic cyclist. Whether going to work, meeting friends, 

doing errands - riding the bike everyday is a fun and healthy activity that serves the 

cardiovascular system.  

Bicycles neither need wide concreted roads nor vast car parks that harm the cityscape. 

Although motorist often feel impeded by them on the roads, bicycles do not cause traffic jams 

due to their space-saving design and agile way of motion.  
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But what I consider the best about riding the bicycle is that it does not cause deafening 

noise. Just imagine a day without any motorists on the streets! I enjoy this idea so much that I 

adhere to my habit of waking up very early on Sundays in order to go for a long walk through 

our city. The absence of engine noises and hectic pace covers my mind and body with a veil of 

tranquility. In this state my senses perceive the environment with an outstretched sensor. Senses 

are pure and grounded and leave space for an extended awareness. Just imagine a whole day 

without any motorists on the streets! 

Bicyclists also show a different involvement in their environment. Since they are not 

hidden in a protected tank, they show a closeness to their surroundings. While riding a bike 

they can perceive the smell of greasy French Fries of a nearby street festival and the scent of a 

homeless man in the streets. They can hear the crying of happily playing children nearby and 

the quarrel of a drunk couple. They can taste the air of emerging rain and the exhaust gas of the 

car in front. They can feel the first warming spring sunshine on their face and notice the chilly 

breeze of a looming storm. They can see the sparkling eyes of a couple deep in love and the 

dogshit on the pavement. Bicyclists can capture the atmosphere of a scene and the spirit of the 

surroundings. They can just stop in order to relish the moment or even to participate in the 

current happening. 

But cyclists are anything but inculpable do-gooders. Due to their high agility they 

wriggle through traffic and queues of cars. They ignore red traffic lights when the path seems 

clear. They do not give signal when turning. They ride on the wrong side of the road. They 

madly ring the bell when pedestrians, lost in thoughts, walk on the cycle path. And they 

manically yell at other cyclists when they block the path like a Sunday driver.  

Their existence as a road user resembles a weasel. Quick and nimble movements, 

showing up and disappearing within seconds, hard to trace and to detain, a clever but aggressive 

loner.  They take their attributes as a wild card to disregard existing traffic rules. 
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The situation on the road is dire and increasingly gets out of hand. An effect of 

increasing urbanisation is an intensifying battle of allocations. For a long time, motorists were 

owning the roads. Nowadays, their hegemony is threatened by cyclists who more and more 

crowd onto the roads. Cycle paths are translocated to the road and concomitantly narrow the 

roads for cars. Parking space is being reduced in order to force car owners to switch their 

transportation. It is a logical development of growing cities that the higher the numbers of 

citizens, the less space is left for everyone living there. Everybody pursues his own interests. 

And the means of transportation represents someone’s identity and an expression of someone’s 

way of urban living. Since mobility and getting around the city is an essential element of 

everyday life, the means of transportation defines the quality of life in a city. The preference 

for convenience, noiselessness, effectiveness, status symbol, individualism, eco-friendliness, or 

health is being answered by the chosen mode of transportation.  

The battle of allocations in the road traffic leads to a diminishing tolerance and an 

ignorant togetherness. Bitching and moaning, insane shooter games and an increasing number 

of traffic fatalities among cyclists are indicators for the raising conflict in the streets.  

I sometimes feel steeled to join this battle. I then ride my bicycle and meet the challenges 

of verbal abuse, impertinence, and the risk of physical injury on the streets. But sometimes I do 

not feel in the right state of mind - the state you need in order face such a fight, so I abandon 

the field beforehand. A participation in road traffic nowadays equals a combat situation on the 

streets. You need to be sure if you can stand the fight. 

 

 


